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Deadly Science - Earth's
Changing Surfaces -
Book 4

Australia's Most Dangerous:
Spiders
9781742454238, RRP $14.99

BESTSELLERS

From big, hairy spiders and
intricate, delicate spiders to
pointy fangs and sticky webs --
welcome to the world of
Australia's creepy crawly
spiders!With fast facts, full colour
illustrations and images from
Australian Geographic's image
library this book has everything
you need to know about spiders, 

like how different spiders use their webs, how and what
they eat, how they see, which are deadly to humans and
why they don't stick to their own webs.

Australia's Natural Habitats
Animal Sticker Book

Colour In Wild Australia

Featuring beautiful hand-drawn
illustrations, this book is filled with
some of our most wonderful
Australian animals. The book
includes species names, cool facts
and hours of colouring in to keep
adults and kids alike occupied for
hours. *Beautiful hand-drawn
illustrations of Australian animals.
Hours of colouring in to keep you
entertained. An eductional and
inspiring tool for all ages.

9781922388346, RRP $12.99

Geological forces
throughout history have
continually re-designed
earth’s natural
landscape as our planet
evolves and undergo
changes. Today the
constant effects of 

9781922388636, RRP $24.99

Create your own incredible
scenes using reusable stickers
of some of the deadliest
creatures in Australia. We’ve
got the world’s most venomous
snake; the deadliest jellyfish,
spider and octopus; the
biggest crocodile; and all of the
shark species known to have 

9781922388476, RRP $16.99

shifting tectonic plates, eruptions, erosion, desertification,
and climate change continue to re-shape and redefine
our home.

attacked and killed people. The best way to co-exist with
these animals is to know where they live, how they act,
and how to perform first aid if they attack. So jump into
Australia’s Most Deadly and explore the lives of our killer
creatures.

Australians were the first humans to closely observe and
note the movement of the planet and stars in space. So,
buckle up and get ready to navigate the nebulas and
comets with us as we explore space and begin to unravel
the intricacies of our little corner of the Milky Way.

Deadly Science - The Solar
System - Book 5

From planets made of gas,
to stars made of fire, our
vast Solar System is filled
with mysteries still to be
explored and solved. Did you
know that the world’s first
astronomers were
Indigenous Australians over
$35,000 years ago? These 

9781922388643, RRP $24.99

Deadly Science -
Animal Adaptations -
Book 1

Living things are
fantastically adapted to
their environments. In order
to survive, animals have
developed features like
thick winter coats, the ability
to camouflage themselves
and even techniques for 

9781922388155, RRP $24.99

going without water for long stretches of time. In this book,
students investigate the different types of adaptations that
animals might have to help them survive and thrive in their
particular environment.
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Deadly Science - Wild
Weather - Book 2

be solved, a skill to be envied and each with a unique, and
deserved, place in this world. An ethical artist who believes in
treading lightly on the earth, she practices and describes
the art of low impact photography which doesn’t distress
wildlife or disturb natural behaviours.

Pip & Pete's Antarctic
Adventure
9781922388407, RRP $19.99

BESTSELLERS

This is a new graphic
book series that focuses
on helping kids save the
planet from climate
change one practical
step at a time. PiP &
PETE’S makes learning
about climate change
entertaining and hopeful.
Each book will focus on 

Deadly Science - Life
Cycles - Book 3

For The Love of Birds

Georgina Steytler, one of
Australia’s most gifted
wildlife photographers, is
passionate about birds and
conservation. In this
stunning collection of her
work over the last decade,
her poetic images portray
birds as individuals, each
with a character of its own,
an intelligence and beauty
to be admired, a mystery to 

9781922388308, RRP $59.99

Extreme weather events,
from bushfires to floods,
and sudden geological
changes, from earthquakes
to tsunamis, have an
enormous impact on our
planet. In this book,
students investigate
different examples of

9781922388162, RRP $24.99

Every living thing on our
planet experiences a life
cycle. From fertilisation, to
birth, through life and
death, plants and animals
undergo key stages of
development. In this book,
students explore the life
cycles living things such as 

9781925847819, RRP $24.99

extreme weather, focusing on examples from around
Australia, and learn how these events affect living and
non-living aspects of the environment.

of insects, birds, whales and flowering plants and
discover the environmental factors that can affect
these processes.

Ultimate Survivor

From camouflage to poison,
many animals use all kinds of
tricks to outwit and outrun
predators. Australia is home
to some of the strongest,
smartest and sneakiest
survivors in the world. But only
one animal will be crowned
the Ultimate Survivor.

9781922388353, RRP $19.99

Australia's Best 100 Walks

There are so many incredible
walks in Australia but how do
you know which are the best
ones? Our free time is precious
and few people have the time
to survey a range of walks – it
can years to find a handful of
good ones. Over 150 issues and
33 years Australian Geographic
has explored Australian
landscapes. Our editors, writers 

9781925847697, RRP $39.95

tackling on one climate issue at a time and presenting real
and practical ways that every kid can make a positive
impact on this planet. Yay!

and photographers have the energy, expertise and
contacts to know where all the most exciting and
exhilarating walks are to be found.
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